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FAQ 23
23.1
Q:
I have just read the new CSI chapter printed in 2006 and my question has to do
with “Mr. Barnes” and the “Unidentified Man” in the strip-photo. I want to be clear on this
point. Are you saying the man you interviewed is the same man in the photo, and he is not
“Mr. Barnes” or “Ed Burns”? Does LAPD know this? Does Larry Harnisch know this?
That is correct. The strip photograph shown below as “Exhibit 83” which the hotel managers, Mr.
& Mrs. Johnson are looking at IS NOT “MR. BARNES”-- THE PERSON THEY IDENTIFIED AS
CHECKING IN WITH ELIZABETH SHORT AT THEIR HOTEL ON 1/12/47, THREE DAYS
BEFORE HER MURDER. [The separate photograph identified by the Johnson’s, who they
informed the press was “a man connected to a foreign government”,[which I maintain was most
probably the photograph of George Hodel, standing between two Chinese officers] has
“disappeared” from LAPD files along with the Johnson’s original statements and written
interview.]
The name of the man in the strip photograph is also, NOT --“Ed Burns”, To my knowledge the
name Ed Burns has never had any official connection with the Elizabeth Short, Black Dahlia
investigation. I believe this name emerged from independent speculations made by an
anonymous writer presenting his own separate theory.
In 2004, I conducted a follow-up investigation and positively identified the young man seen in the
strip photograph [Exhibit 83] and interviewed him. To protect his privacy, I gave him the fictitious
name of “Gerald Moss”. At the time of my interview he was 83-years-old. He is NOT “MR.
BARNES”. LAPD has known this man’s true identity since 1947, when they originally eliminated
him as a suspect, after establishing he had never been to Los Angeles. Their interview, like mine
some sixty-years later, established that he met Elizabeth Short in Indianapolis, Indiana in 1946,
which is where and when the strip photo seen being held by the Johnson’s--was taken. The
Johnson’s are only identifying Elizabeth Short from this photograph, and NOT THE
UNIDENTIFIED MAN. [explained in chapter excerpt below]
Yes, LAPD detective Brian Carr knew the truth of this, and I would assume he likely informed his
good friend, Larry Harnisch. [The Brian Carr-Larry Harnisch partnership goes back to at least
2001 when Carr tacitly endorsed Harnisch’s theory in the James Ellroy documentary, FEAST OF
DEATH. This endorsement came two years BEFORE my book was published.]
I expect both Carr and Harnisch knew the truth and real identity of “Gerald Moss”, probably as
early as 1997. What were their reasons for keeping this knowledge from the public? I suggest
you ask them.
Below are pages 536-540 from the new chapter of BDA that address and explain the facts
surrounding both the “Mr. Barnes” Washington Blvd Hotel, and “The Unidentified Man” [now
identified as “Gerald Moss”] along with his personal account to me of how he met, had dinner
with, and obtained the photographs taken of he and Elizabeth Short in Indianapolis, Indiana.
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